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Our vital role as project managers: "Quotes from PMI Region Mentor (MENA Region) 
and PMI Lebanon Chapter Board Members

"Amid the chaos of all recommendations, suggestions, and theories, it is obviously hard to know exactly what 
to do. However, we should focus first on protecting ourselves, our families, and co-workers. Then, as project 
managers we need to monitor the indicators on how the pandemic is evolving and conduct a planning using 
epidemiological and economical information. We should never miss to be prepared for the next phase. Planning 
under uncertainties can assist in creating a compass for project managers to follow when all this crisis is over."
Dr. Claude Khalil - PMI MENA Region Mentor

"If you are waiting for this to pass so that you can go back doing what you used to do, then you are heading in 
the wrong direction. The world around us is changing on all levels, economy, culture, health....It's time to accept 
change. It's time to reinvent." Hady Haddad - VP Finance PMI Lebanon Chapter

"The current circumstances represent an opportunity for project managers to fully leverage their leadership 
and communication skills and to utilize technology effectively in order to achieve projects' objectives. 
The success of the remote project management approach will allow for an increased flexible working 
arrangements."  Nelly Khnaiser Sakr - VP Administration PMI Lebanon Chapter

USEFUL RESOURCES
PMI Coronavirus (COVID-19) Updates

Digital Offerings from PMI – New Resources for Your Toolbox in the Months Ahead

Impact of Corona Virus on Project Implementation

Updates on Corona Virus cases in Lebanon

CORONAVIRUS: 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
AND USEFUL RESOURCES

READ MORE

READ MORE

READ MORE

VISIT MAP

https://www.pmi.org/about/coronavirus-single-source-message
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/digital-offerings-from-pmi-new-resources-your-toolbox-sunil-prashara/
https://ricardo-vargas.com/special-projects/covid19/
https://maps.moph.gov.lb/portal/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/d19be998323548278e088076d46d24f8
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 While PMI Global is characterized by adapting to the international business 
challenges, with progressing methods; PMI Lebanon Chapter maintained its 
level of professional culture namely professional communication, cooperative 
atmosphere and rewarding to the PMI world and volunteers by:

 Constantly presenting dynamic speakers with variety of subjects related  
to successful projects management. 

 Had several chapter events including informal meetings for professionals  
to allow our members to exchange their experience and learn about current 
trends in the project management field. 

 We are committed to contribute with the PMI global service on different levels that returned benefits  
to several communities.

   Our meetings are continuously held (and recently moved to virtual events) in spite of the difficult situation 
the country is passing through.

As a VP membership board member; I am glad to highlight on our mission to continue the commitment  
and get more professionals involved to benefit from the new PMI programs, and recently considering the new 
transformation program. This would reflect on the business development in Lebanon. 

We shall continue enriching the community by adhering to PMI Identity, mission, and Values. Therefore,  
I encourage you all to keep attending our monthly talks (which are now taking place virtually), present us  
your version of success story and we will achieve our mission through this collaboration.

Loubna Adlouni

VP of Membership
PMI Lebanon Chapter
members@pmilebanonchapter.org

WORD FROM PMI
LEBANON CHAPTER

mailto:members@pmilebanonchapter.org


Is Banking Secrecy Real? Implementing  
Transparency Requirements in Banking Sector 
by Mr. Wael Saikaly

DATE:  January 30, 2020  /  TIME:  6:30PM  
LOCATION:  The Key ApartHotel, Beirut

Mr. Wael Saikaly was the speaker for the month of January 2020 and 
he delivered a session about "Is Banking Secrecy Real? Implementing 
Transparency Requirements in Banking Sector".

Virtual Monthly Talk: "What is disciplined Agile" 
by Mrs. Greta Blash

DATE:  March 26, 2020  /  TIME:  6:30PM  
LOCATION:  Through Zoom video communications

Mrs. Greta Blash was the speaker for the month of March 2020 and she 
delivered a virtual session about "What is disciplined agile".  Among the 
talking points was  how does Disciplined Agile compare to other Agile 
frameworks and its certification path.

MONTHLY TALKS

MORE INFO

MORE INFO
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JAN

Challenges of a PM in the Context of Enterprise 
Software Development Architecture  
by Mr. André Zein

DATE:  February 27, 2020  /  TIME  6:30PM  
LOCATION:  The Key ApartHotel, Beirut

Mr. André Zein was the speaker for the month of February 2020  
and he talked about an exciting topic "Challenges of a PM in the  
Context of Enterprise Software Development Architecture" and shared 
his hands on experience, insights and lessons learned from real life  
project engagements. 

MORE INFO
FEB

MAR

https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/chapters/lebanon-chapter/pdf/january-monthly-talks.pdf?v=8d56b9bf-cb15-4d2b-921d-8f2fb8938a11
https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/chapters/lebanon-chapter/pdf/monthly-talks-february-2020.pptx?la=en&v=e3d6c015-fafe-4cae-b6ea-9fdf45e7ed2c
https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/chapters/lebanon-chapter/pdf/monthly-talks-lebanon-march-2020.pdf?v=7fff5c05-d73c-4247-b938-aa0f4133b5c0


Project Managers in Crisis

DATE:  January 9, 2020  /  TIME:  6:30 PM till 8:00 PM   
LOCATION:  Agonist Coffee Shop, Zalka Lebanon

The first focus group was about "Project Managers in Crisis" to discuss the 
best practices and responses needed from Project Managers while running 
the projects in Lebanon’s crisis mode.

AMONG THE MAIN TALKING POINTS:
 Identifying the current crisis components in projects  

(In different knowledge areas)
 Recognizing the needed response of the Project Manager.
 Sharing experience in dealing with the current situation.

Resistance to Change in Project Management:  
What to do about it?

DATE:  March 5, 2020  /  TIME:  6:30 PM till 8:00 PM   
LOCATION:  The Key ApartHotel, Beirut

The third focus group was about how do project managers handle 
resistance to change. 

AMONG THE MAIN TALKING POINTS:
 What was the scenario in which you were faced with this resistance?
 How did this resistance impact the performance of the project?
 What did you do to overcome this “resistance to change” and get everyone 

back on board?

FOCUS GROUPS
JAN

MAR
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Project managers benefits from 'Crisis' 

DATE:  February 6, 2020  /  TIME: 6:30 PM till 8:00 PM   
LOCATION: The Key ApartHotel, Beirut

The second focus group took place to compliment the first one and its topic was  
about "Project Managers benefits from 'Crisis' ": how do project managers address  
the crisis in a positive manner and how to find suitable workaround solutions. 

AMONG THE MAIN TALKING POINTS:
 Finding opportunities
 Planning responses
 Exchanging knowledge and experience on how we can find the positive aspects.

FEB



PMI LC STATISTICS
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YEAR TOTAL

2004 1

2005 1

2006 2

2007 3

2008 1

2009 4

2010 3

2011 9

2012 13

2013 8

2014 8

2015 14

2016 19

2017 37

2018 64

2019 85

MONTH TOTAL

Feb-19 321

Mar-19 320

Apr-19 329

May-19 332

Jun-19 334

Jul-19 333

Aug-19 334

Sep-19 335

Oct-19 336

Nov-19 327

Dec-19 316

Members Count by Month in 2019

Members Joining Date till End of 2019



COMMUNITY 
THOUGHTS 
MR. BASSEM HAJJ
CURRENT ROLE:  
Finance & Property Commissioner Expert - Ministry of Justice, Financial Public 
Prosecution - May 2018 to Present

President - Global Impex Trading Corp (New York, NY) - May 2016 to Present
Founder / Managing Director - Cloud Trading Company (CTC) - Established  
in Sep 2012

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS:  
Masters in Electrical & Telecommunication Engineering, PMP 

PMI LC MEMBER SINCE: 
March 2018 

DOMAIN / INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE: 
Security & Product Management, Sales Engineering, Business Transformation, Solutions Design, Bid 
Management, PMO (Supportive, Controlling and Directive), Full design & implementation of organization 
structure & processes, involving Change Management Initiatives, Internal Communication, and people-driven 
approach to leading change in Customer Management. Focus in the Aviation, Telecommunications  
and Technology Industries

TESTIMONIAL:  
I consider PMI-LC monthly talks as a personal asylum to me where I've added valuable knowledge, skills  
and insights with a diversity and broad topics involving career-oriented speakers and participants.   
The speakers are "handpicked" and experts in their fields and in the know-how world with unique charismatic 
personalities. Yet, the topics cover our day-to-day encounters of what we face as project managers in various 
sectors and industries.

On the other hand, the attendees and audiences are as well knowledgeable in which the debates 
and in-session discussions are literally as important as the sessions themselves.

Finally, I salute the PMI-LC staff for their efforts and contributions to make the local chapter in general one  
of the leading and best chapters in the PMI world due to their dedications and support to make the monthly 
talk sessions very enjoyable and beneficial for the local members and visitors.   
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NEXT MEMBER 
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COMMUNITY 
THOUGHTS 
CURRENT ROLE:  
Lead Senior Business Analyst / Project Lead  in  Data Quest (Allianz Group), 
Beirut – Lebanon

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS:  
MS of Business Administration - Newport University – California – USA (2004), 
BS in Computer Sciences – Notre Dame University – Lebanon (2001) 

PMI LC MEMBER SINCE: 
February 2018 

DOMAIN / INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE: 
Domain: Insurance and financial institutions
Industry: Software
Sector Expertise: Life insurance and Bancassurance products

TESTIMONIAL:  
I have been a PMI LC member since February 2018 and during all this time it was obvious to everyone how 
much dedication the team puts to always ensure the best speakers and provide critical insight into the 
discussions which ultimately allows us to become more dynamic and competitive when it comes to Project 
Management Topics. 

Aside from this part, it is crucial to mention the networking opportunities and the personal connections 
that helps bridging different point of views and exchanging experiences.

I believe being part of PMI Lebanon Chapter is a tremendous asset to my career and has some 
considerable effect on the personal side in terms of networking and experience.

MS. VICTORINE GHOBEIRA



INTERVIEW

1. How do you describe the role of project manager  
to your friends and family?
The role of the Project Manager can be simplified to " 
the art of making things happen". With the right skills, 
knowledge and experience, the project manager role 
is all about achieving the objectives and succeeding 
in projects despite all conditions and circumstances. 

2. How do you apply and benefit from your 
management skills in your life?
In general, being a project manager becomes your 
second nature, intuitively and without effort you see 
yourself managing things in life as if you are running 
a project. So, it helps you easily to manage and 
organize your day to day activities but also long-term 
plans.

3. How did project management credentials help  
in advancing your career and knowledge?
My credentials played a vital role in helping me 
to advance on the personal and professional level. 
It helped me tuning the knowledge acquired 
from experience to the knowledge learned from 
internationally recognized practice needed to advance 
in my career.

PMP and other PMI esteemed credentials, granted me 
the easy-access, a visa-like permit, to work anywhere 
in the world, since the certificate is well renowned as 
a high level of professionalism, which PMP provides.
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MR. ANDRE MAHFOUZ

4. Can you share with us a successful project you have 
worked on and its lessons learned?
I have been assigned on a very challenging project 
which cannot follow the usual project stages, because 
the project was in a very critical situation and about 
to fail. I had to deal with not only recovering what 
has been missed out and rebuilding the project 
standards and elements but also rebuilding a mutual 
trust, regaining credibility by re-establishing  a 
proper relationship with all stakeholders to revive 
the project. Finally, I managed getting things back on 
track and succeeded in delivering the project.
The lessons learned is: perseverance is key while 
running projects.

5. Any advice and recommendation you can give  
to other project managers
Project Management is all about continuous learning 
and constant knowledge building.  So, my advice is to 
keep on learning, upgrade always your knowledge to 
the latest innovations, and think outside the box to 
deal with new situations.

CURRENT JOB / TITLE: 
Project Director at Temenos
INDUSTRY / SECTOR EXPERTISE: 
Banking Software
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS: 
Master in Computer Sc., MBA, PMP, Prince2



WELCOMING 
NEW MEMBERS
1. Imad Najjar

2. Alain Assaf

3. Rana Fany

4. Mohamad Faour

5. Moukhtar Nsouli

6. Khaled Alloud

7. Hassan Alame

8. Rima Bou Abdou

9. Juliette Baroud

10. Abdul Rahman Dabbous

11. AbdulMajid Bazzi

12. Georges Bou Kheir

13. Riam Chazbek

14. Nael Beayni

15. Ibrahim El Khalil

Welcoming new members who have joined the chapter in Q1 2020

16. Roland Haddad

17. Mohammad Al Manssi

18. Wassim Abdallah

19. Maroun Slim

20. Nour Masri

21. Chafic Hitti

22. Ralph Stephan

23. David Raphael

24. Naoum Bechir

25. Michel Gabriel

26. Nizar Taok

27. Rawad Azzam

28. Mustafa Halawe

29. Mohamed Al Balmouni

30. Marwan Al Olabi
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PMI Straight Talk with Sunil Episode 5
As you all know, PMI has embarked on quite a significant transformation, which is changing a lot of things in 
the organization. One of the things that you may have heard about is some changes that are happening to our 
certifications. So I thought I would take the opportunity to actually find out a little bit more about what’s going 
on in that space and put somebody on the hot seat. So I have with me here today Sierra Hampton. So Sierra has 
been instrumental in shaping our certifications in the past and taking us forward into the future. So I’m going 
to double-click a little bit on some of the things that are happening in that space, and hopefully we will both 
learn a lot more about what’s going on.

Sunil’s Remarks to LIVPM in January 2020
In this 22-minute video, Sunil reflects on PMI’s accomplishments and learnings from 2019, and provides  
a look forward for 2020 and beyond. He also outlines the key elements of his vision for PMI 4.0 and the  
future of the profession.

Only YOU Can Do This 
Article by Kimberly Whitby, Simona Bonghez, Karthik Ramamurthy, Alankar Karpe, Fabio Rigamonti,  
Mohamed Hassan, Valerie Denney, John Watson, Deepa Bhide, Amany Nuseibeh, Enrique Cappella, Gretta Kelzi,  
Albert Agbemenu

Last summer, back in July 2019, I was attending one of the largest technology users’ conferences in sunny San 
Diego-California, where the last slide of the keynote opening speech caught my eye and I kept thinking about  
it until writing this blog. 

PMI NEWS

READ MORE

WATCH VIDEO

READ MORE
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https://www.pmi.org/about/leadership-governance/ceo-corner/pmi-straight-talk-with-sunil-episode-5
https://www.pmi.org/about/leadership-governance/ceo-corner/pmi-update-sunils-remarks-to-the-livpm-in-january-2020
https://www.projectmanagement.com/blog-post/62267/Only-YOU-Can-Do-This


PMI EVENTS
SEMINARSWORLD® IN MCLEAN, 
VIRGINIA – NOW A VIRTUAL MEETING
6 - 9 April 2020 |  Virtual Classroom

In this interactive virtual format you will receive the same quality instruction, earn the same number of PDUs 
and achieve the same learning outcomes as you would through the in-person program – without having  
to travel. Materials will be provided electronically.

MORE DETAILS
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https://www.pmi.org/events/seminarsworld/seminarsworld-in-mclean



